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Cover: Tanikha (Renzo) Allen,
BA Theatre Design.
Left: BA Costume for Theatre
and Screen Degree Show 2019.
Photograph by Alys Tomlinson
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Left: Jenny Kan and Giulia Gallon
designed costume for the Lorenzo
Lotto project. BA Costume
for Theatre and Screen in
collaboration with The Academy
of Live and Recorded Arts and
The National Gallery

Wimbledon
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Welcome to the
heart of the world
of performance,
says Professor
David Crow,
Head of College

“Wimbledon has created an
integrated performance
environment. Our students
collaborate in teams and work
side-by-side, their skills
complementing each other
to provide a rich, integrated
approach to making performance.
We believe that performance
is more than a craft: it’s a way
of connecting with others,
of approaching challenges,
and engaging our communities
in the big issues of the day.
“We treat all the elements of
performance (acting, directing,
writing, design and technologies)
as equal partners. This provides
the right environment to develop
and equip talented pioneers in
theatre and performance. Our
excellent tutors and technicians
will work with you to explore and
interrogate new ideas, helping
you to become bold, innovative
performers and experimental
designers of the future.
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“Wimbledon College of Arts
is at the heart of the world of
performance. Everywhere that
you look across performance
media today, whether on screen,
stage or beyond, you see the skills
we have taught, and the creativity
we have inspired.
“Our proximity to London,
one of the world’s greatest
creative economies, will give
you opportunities to apply your
learning to real-life experiences,
both on site and in the thriving arts
scene on Wimbledon’s doorstep.
“I hope you will want to
experience for yourself the unique
Wimbledon community, and that
you will come and visit us at one
of our shows, talks or open days.
We always look forward to
meeting the creative leaders
of tomorrow.”
Professor David Crow
Head of Colleges
Camberwell, Chelsea and
Wimbledon Colleges of Arts
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“Wimbledon College of Arts has
a long and established history,
and an international and domestic
reputation, for its courses in theatre,
costume and production arts.
It also has a significant theatre space.
And so it was a natural evolution to
bring together all these elements
into one dedicated centre.”
Wimbledon has evolved to
become a dedicated theatre and
performing arts based college.
This has seen both the portfolio and
the campus evolve to become an
integrated performance environment,
where the performative, technical,
design and stage management
students can all come together to
create thought-provoking, groundbreaking new work.
Simon Betts is the Dean for
Performance at Wimbledon
College of Arts. He brings a
multi-disciplinary background to his
role, and is leading the development
of a new international ‘network’
of performance academies and
schools, with the aim of interrogating
current approaches to teaching
performance, and developing

Perform
to your
best

new and innovative methods
and approaches.
“The new School of Performance
will complement the school of
Design and the school of Fine Art
at Camberwell and Chelsea,” he
explains, “and will introduce acting
and live work to the portfolio, to
make Wimbledon an integrated
centre for performing arts.”
Collaboration is a cornerstone
of this new vision for Wimbledon.
This collaboration will go beyond
typical course-based joint working,
to span broader subject disciplines
at Wimbledon and beyond.
The students get to work,
experiment and develop work
together, and help define what
theatre and performance will mean
in the future.
“Our aim,” explains Simon,
“is to get students to ‘make’ theatre
and performance design, and do
so through a cross-disciplinary
collaborative approach. This is how
we prepare our students from early
on, to gain insights into what it
means to be truly working in the
theatre environment.”

Simon Betts, Dean of Performance
at Wimbledon, wants to empower
students to express themselves
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ALI WRIGHT

“Finally, Wimbledon has an
established reach into the industry
– both nationally and internationally.
It’s through these relationships that
we are able to offer our students
first class opportunities during
and after their time studying at
Wimbledon. The access that we
can offer students to theatre
makers and costume designers,
both with current and developing
relationships, nationally and across
the globe, is unparalleled.”
Those relationships are mirrored
by others which benefit students
while they are on their courses.
Simon described a project with the
University of Hyderabad, in which
students undertook research to
look at the effect of drawing and
digital media on British and Indian
scenographers. Wimbledon itself
curated a major international
exhibition of European design and
scenography from 13 different
countries, held in the International
Centre for Performing Arts in Beijing.
“We’re also developing a
relationship with Whistling Woods
International Film School in

8

That emphasis on collaboration
is reflected from the very outset,
where Wimbledon has adopted
a different approach to accepting
students onto the acting and
contemporary theatre and
performance courses. Put simply,
“We don’t audition,” says Simon.
“Instead,” he explains, “we run
workshops with students and other
actors. We see the workshop as a
way of allowing students to come
and tell their stories, and the
experience to be more immersive
and integrated.
“This approach mirrors how we
expect them to operate within the
course, and it also comes from the
ethos we believe is embedded in
who we are. We do interview the
Performance students, but only
after the workshops.”
The new vision for Wimbledon
will hold onto its ‘art school’ past,
and build upon it, to help develop
both the students and the College.
“We want to teach performance,
theatre and acting with an ‘art school
ethos’,” says Simon, “in which
students will be encouraged to
interrogate the form, reflecting on
the work, making reiterations and
not being afraid to explore.

“This approach has a significant
history for us. We feel it’s part of
our legacy, and something that it’s
important to continue.”
There are three characteristics
which, Simon feels, distinguish
Wimbledon from other colleges.
“I think the first is freedom,” he
says. “The freedom to experiment
and explore.
“We encourage students to try
new things, and not be afraid if things
don’t go as planned. We believe
that sometimes it’s through the
interesting visual ‘accident’ that
we learn. It’s part of a process.
“And within theatre and
performance higher education,
not many places support or have this
approach, so Wimbledon does truly
offer something unique.
“Second, early collaboration
is another unique aspect of
Wimbledon. Students will develop
and produce work which may be led
by a different discipline or course to
their own, which will enable them
to think, work and contribute outside
their own particular field.
“And that’s not something which
just happens within the later part
of the course – it’s something that
happens from the very beginning.”
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Overleaf: Movement workshop in
the performance studio featuring
Natasha Harrison and Kemon
Joseph. Photograph by Alys
Tomlinson, 2020

GUILLAUME VALLI

Rebel Tartan project
BA Costume for Theatre
and Screen

Bombay, which is located near
to Bollywood. And we have
emerging relations with partners
in China and across Europe that
will see tutor and maybe even
exhibition exchanges.”
These exchanges mean that
students at Wimbledon get to
experience meeting international
tutors and their approaches.
“Which essentially makes the world
smaller,” says Simon. “We can
make the world come to
Wimbledon, which will inform
students’ work, and enable them
to realise that their work can speak
a global language.
“What comes out of all this is
the scope of opportunity that is
added to the student experience.
This offers first-hand knowledge
and experience of working in
an international and national
environment. It also shows that
people from across the world want
to come and work with Wimbledon
and our students.”
And then of course there is
Wimbledon’s established reach
into the industry itself.

Design for Dance
BA Theatre Design

Wimbledon College of Arts

‘Students will develop and
produce work which may be
led by a different discipline or
course to their own, which will
enable them to think, work and
contribute outside their own
particular field.’
arts.ac.uk/wimbledon-courses
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Left: Izabela Nguyen
BA Production Arts for Screen.

“BFI is one organisation with
which we have a partnership, and
Wimbledon students work with
them on projects over the summer.
“The Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith
is another organisation with which
we have a good relationship, and
that allows students to help out with
set designs.
“We also have a very good
relationship with Merlin
Entertainment, who do all the wax
works for Madame Tussauds
worldwide. They’ve given students
the opportunity to visit the Merlin
studios, as well as meet those who
work for Madame Tussauds.”
Which leads naturally into some
of the professional success stories
which have come out of the College.
The three who come immediately to
Simon’s mind are Richard Hudson,
a former student of Wimbledon
and the designer of The Lion King;
Sarah Greenwood, who is now
a production designer, and was
Academy Award shortlisted for
The Darkest Hour, Atonement,
and has designed the soon to be
released screen adaptation of

Wicked; and Mark Tildesley, who
worked on the opening ceremony
of the 2012 Olympics in London,
and recently did the production
design for the latest Bond film
No Time to Die.
Finally, in talking about success,
Simon considered the industry
itself – past, present and future.
“Technology is determining
enormously how we might interact
with performance,” he says.
“Innovations such as virtual reality,
augmented reality and so on are
critical in how people are now
experiencing live work.
“I believe young people have
stories to tell. We want and
welcome students to share their
stories, no matter what those
stories are, and to do this by using a
range of technologies old and new.
We empower students to talk and
express themselves through those
contemporary mediums of theatre
and performance.
“And when you put story-telling,
individual story-telling, along with
technology, amazing things will
start to happen.”

LIFESTYLE PICTURES/ALAMY

The film ‘The Darkest Hour’,
production designed by alumna
Sarah Greenwood who received
an Oscar nomination for her work

‘The access that we can offer
students to theatre makers
and costume designers, both
with current and developing
relationships, nationally
and across the globe,
is unparalleled.’
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London:
the world’s
stage

Left: Jeppe Hein’s Appearing
Rooms fountains at Southbank.
Below: The National Theatre.
Far left: Street art in Shoreditch
by Dale Grimshaw

PHILIP VILE

Theatre has flourished in London
for over 400 years – and it is now
officially the theatre capital of the
world, with the biggest theatre
audience of any city on the planet.
There’s a world of live
performing arts to explore,
with more than 130 West End,
Off-West End and Fringe
theatres, and over 100 further
small and back room stages
across London. They range from
institutions like the National
Theatre, presenting up to 25 new
shows a year in three theatres,
across to the Bush Theatre in
West London, which works with
trusts and foundations to provide
a platform for unheard voices
from diverse communities,
and to develop the artists and
audiences of the future.
There are also over 1,000
museums and galleries in the city,
excellent sources for research
like the Wallace Collection,
the Imperial War Museum,
and Shakespeare’s Globe
archive. It’s worth remembering
that as a student you will get
student discount on many things
in central London, particularly
tickets for events and
performances. And that just
walking around the rich and
diverse city of London is an
inspiration in itself.
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The College enjoys an enviable
location in south west London,
only 15 minutes by train from
central London’s West End and
Southbank.
Many students have two local
areas. One is the town centre
of Wimbledon itself, with its mix
of shops and bars, cafes and
restaurants, cinemas and theatre.
The other is the part of London
where they decide to live. For many
it’s nearby Tooting, listed by Lonely
Planet as one of the ten coolest
neighbourhoods in the world!
Together they add up to a lively
local life for students.

A place
to call
home
16
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Top left: The Loft bar,
upstairs at The Alexandra
on Wimbledon Hill Road.
Above: Socialising in
nearby Tooting.
Left: The New Wimbledon
Theatre, one of London’s
leading venues since 1910
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Wimbledon has an impressive
range of specialist facilities,
with expert technicians on hand
to provide support and help make
ideas a reality. From wood and
metal work to the latest film,
sound and digital technology,
we pride ourselves on having
a range of accessible facilities,
to ensure that our students are
never limited with the scope
of their ideas. And the onsite
professional theatre provides
a test space for students to try
out ideas across our performance
and theatre and screen design
related courses, with the ability
to explore lighting, sound and
stage space.

Tools
of the
trades
18
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Far left: Inside the
gallery of Wimbledon’s
performance space.
Above: Working with
digital filming equipment.
Left: Working with fabrics in
one of the costume studios.
Overleaf: Designing and
making costumes
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Jo Howcroft
Production Manager

“I make sure that theatre
production management is
accessible to all the performance
design and acting courses.
This includes coordinating
shows from planning through
performance, and teaching
theoretical and practical
technical theatre and stage
management skills.
“I work in both the studios
and the performance spaces
at Wimbledon, where I teach
students stagecraft skills,
including lighting, sound, and
stage management skills. I also
work with students to ensure
that their ideas can be realised,
within budget and on time.
“In the performance spaces,
there is a ‘give it a go’ ethos –
students are actively encouraged
to experiment and have the
freedom to make mistakes and
learn, creatively, how to get back
on track. The most rewarding
part of the job is seeing students
progress and unlock skills they
previously thought unobtainable.”

Creative
partners
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Jane Collins
Professor of Theatre
and Performance

Antonis Sideras
Library Assistant
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“As Professor of Theatre and
Performance, I am obviously
delighted to see the expansion
of the undergraduate provision
at Wimbledon to include courses
in Acting and Performance and
Contemporary Theatre and
Performance. These new courses
sit alongside the well-established
Costume for Theatre and Screen,
and Production Arts for Screen
and Theatre Design.
“The School of Performance
at Wimbledon facilitates the
integration of performance
research, teaching and practice
across all these fields as
inter-related modes of critical
enquiry and creative
investigation.
“Approaching the practices
of acting, directing, writing,
design for stage and screen, and
production arts, with parity of
importance and esteem, our aim
is that on graduating, students
will be industry ready but also

ready to reshape and change
the industry. As independent
thinkers, confident in their own
creative skills, they will be ready
to innovate and potentially
challenge some of the
outmoded and hierarchical
practices so prevalent in the
theatre and film industry.
“I teach across both of the
programmes in the school,
Performance Design and
Technologies and Acting and
Performance, delivering
lectures and running seminars,
and engaging with students in
workshops and practical
projects.
“In my capacity as Professor
of Theatre and Performance
I encourage new research
initiatives and foster new links
with national and international
partners as well as supporting
colleagues in maintaining and
developing the significant
partnerships we already have.”

“I work as a Library Assistant for
the Library and Open Access IT
at Wimbledon. I am a practicing
performance and video artist as
well. I graduated from Wimbledon
myself in 2018 and I have the
fondest memories from my time
as a student. I can recall many
hours of reading performance
and art books, here on the first
floor of the library, while taking
a break from my studio work.
In my eyes, our library is the
heart of the College. It is the
place where students come to
research, learn and be inspired.
I also feel that the library
encourages students to venture

outside their own course’s focus
by engaging with other students
and their research.
I have been inspired to support
students through their academic
journey by the great support staff
I encountered myself throughout
my studies. Our library has gone
through a transformation
recently. We now have brand new
study spaces on the first floor,
designed to accommodate the
multifaceted nature of our
courses. Have I also mentioned
our display and exhibition areas,
which showcase resources and
student work? I would make sure
to check them out.”
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Courses

Left: Filipe Miranda
BA Theatre Design

3 years full-time
UCAS W415

BA Acting and
Performance

This course is designed for
students whose primary interest is
in acting, and who want to develop
their practice in a critically and
creatively challenging performance
environment. Students are equipped
to become successful performers,
able to meet the rapidly changing
demands of contemporary practice.
The course offers a distinctive
approach to 21st Century performer
training, foregrounding the
integration of digital technologies
and creative opportunities with
rigorous physical, vocal and
intellectual skills.
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The course will equip you with
detailed knowledge and embodied
experience of acting processes
both individually and in an
ensemble.
You will develop the disciplines
required to practice acting and
performance in a range of forms
and contexts, integrating vocal and
physical training with contemporary
digital technologies and interactive
and immersive practices. You will
become increasingly confident as
an actor and performer, developing
your critical skills and creative
resources to produce effective solo
and group performances.
The course aims to ensure
its graduates are ‘industry ready’
yet ‘industry challenging’, able to
function as confident, composed
and articulate performers and
creative artists in their own right.
The course is structured through
three key modes of teaching and
learning:
z Performance labs and
workshops (enabling enquiry
driven investigations of key
questions and topics)
z Regular training for performance
sessions (enabling the development
of physical, vocal and movement
skills over a sustained duration)
z Practical production projects
(with space, time and task-based
outcomes of increasing scale,
significance and visibility)
You will investigate a range of
approaches to acting for dramatic
and post-dramatic performance
and have the opportunity to
develop your own narratives and
story-telling capacities. You will be
able to both make your own work
and perform in productions of a
professional standard, acquiring
the experience, confidence and
attributes needed for a successful
career in 21st Century acting and
performance.

Topics include:
z Approaches to creating
character, presence and persona
z Understanding text, image
and action
z Representing the real
z Performance in cultural,
political and historical context
z Digital performance
z Collaborative production
z Acting in immersive and
interactive performance
z Global theatre practices
z Multi-modal production
z Performance as research
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Course Leader
Richard Allen
“This is a course which rethinks
what actor training is and how it
can nurture creative, confident and
critical performers for the future of
theatre and performance. At the
heart of the course is a rigorous
programme of critical actor training
in movement, voice, intercultural
practices and technical crafts,
preparing students for industry but
also being ready to challenge and
transform it.
“Integrated in an art school
context, students get to work
alongside other disciplines of
theatre and performance-making,
working with a range of theatre
materials including texts, objects,
costumes and technology.
This integrated approach enables
students to act in a range of theatre
productions including digital,
interactive and immersive
performances, providing each
student with a unique and
distinctive portfolio of solo, group
and collaborative performances
which prepare them for a career as
an actor in the creative industries.”

Join us at Wimbledon: page 57
Open Days: page 70
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3 years full-time
UCAS W442

BA Contemporary
Theatre and
Performance

This course is designed for students
whose central concern is with making
performance, but not necessarily
always approaching this process
from the performer’s perspective.
It focuses on contemporary theatremaking as a collaborative creative
process, recognising that students
on the course will wish to develop
as directors, writers, devisers and
dramaturgs as well as performers.
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The course will provide you with
a unique opportunity to develop as
a collaborative theatre-maker and
innovative performance
practitioner.
Students are encouraged to
become multi-skilled, effective
theatre-makers and creative
entrepreneurs, learning to work
together to form creative
companies and establish innovative
forms of performance. You will
have an opportunity to devise,
write, direct and perform across
a range of creative forms and
critically-focused projects, enabling
you to explore and develop the
skills and attributes required for
contemporary theatre-making.
You will become increasingly
confident as a creative thinker and
maker, developing your critical skills
and practical resources to produce
effective solo and ensemble
performances.
The course focuses on socially
and politically engaged theatre
practices, and on the development
of performance in different
theatrical locations and contexts.
The course is structured through
three key modes of teaching and
learning:
z Performance labs and
workshops (enabling enquiry
driven investigations of key
questions and topics)
z Regular training for
performance-making sessions
(enabling the development of
compositional and dramaturgical
skills over a sustained duration)
z Practical production projects
(with space, time and task-based
outcomes of increasing scale,
significance and visibility)
You will investigate a range
of approaches to contemporary
theatre and post-dramatic
performance and have the
opportunity to develop your own
compositional practices. You will
be able to make your own work and
perform in ensemble productions of
a professional standard, acquiring
the experience, confidence and
attributes needed for a successful
career in 21st Century theatre
and performance.

Topics include:
z Approaches to devising,
dramaturgy and performance
composition
z Understanding performance
text, image and action Investigating
space, place and performance
environments
z Representing the real
z Performance in cultural,
political and historical context
z Digital performance
z Collaborative production
z Relational and participatory
performance practices
z Global theatre practices
z Ensemble production
z Performance as research
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Course Leader
Richard Allen
“This is a course for students
interested in discovering what kind
of creative performance practitioner
they are, through making ensemble
and collaborative theatre.
“Students get to perform,
write, direct, and devise new work,
learning how to create a theatre
company and understand their role
within it. Working alongside Acting,
Costume, Production Arts and
Design students, the course is
fully integrated into the art school
context of Wimbledon. It includes
a rigorous programme of performer
training in movement, voice,
intercultural practices and technical
crafts, preparing students for
industry but also being ready to
challenge and transform it by
forming new and innovative
practices in digital, immersive
and interactive performance.
The course foregrounds
collaborative and socially-engaged
practices which seek to contribute
to the transformation of the
landscape of contemporary theatre
and performance.”

Join us at Wimbledon: page 57
Open Days: page 70
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45 week course over 15 months
Subject to approval

MA Contemporary
Theatre and
Performance

The MA Contemporary Theatre and
Performance enables you to develop
your critical and creative practices to
an advanced level, encouraging you
to become an increasingly confident
and articulate artist and researcher.
Whilst this necessarily entails a
degree of specialisation, the course
design offers a distinctive focus on
collaboration and the development
of multi-disciplinary practices.
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Taking the contemporary as its
frame of reference, this MA course
investigates the opportunities and
challenges posed by the
development of new theatre and
performance practices,
technologies, histories and critical
perspectives. It invites you to
re-imagine the possibilities of
theatre and performance and to
expand your field of practice
accordingly.
This MA course offers a choice
between three pathways:
z Making
z Politics and Philosophy
z Writing
The title foregrounds the critical
and creative context of taught
postgraduate study in the School of
Performance, and the specificity of
approach emerging from an Arts
school tradition of practical
experimentation, formal innovation
and critical enquiry.
In this respect, performance is
considered as a mode and form of
enquiry as well as a set of
dramaturgical skills and
compositional strategies to be
acquired; and its practice is
approached through questions of
ethics, politics and philosophy as
well as aesthetics and material
practice.
The Making and Writing
pathways ask you to examine these
questions through practical
investigation and experimentation,
approaching performance primarily
as a material practice of making and
doing rather than simply a site of
speculative thinking.
The Politics and Philosophy
pathway asks you to examine these
questions through practical
investigation, aesthetic
experimentation and also cultural
intervention, similarly approaching
performance politics and philosophy
not as a site of speculative thinking,
but primarily as a material practice
of active doing.
The learning environment
foregrounds the importance of
integrated working across the full
range of Theatre and Performance
Design and Contemporary Theatre
and Performance-making practices,
providing fertile ground for the
formation of new theatre companies
and performance collectives.

Making pathway

Wimbledon College of Arts
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The ‘Making’ pathway foregrounds
the development of innovative
compositional strategies for
performance-making as an
embodied material practice,
in ensemble, collaborative and
individual contexts. You are
encouraged to think critically about
your performance-making and place
it in the context of the contemporary
performance culture within which
it is situated.

Join us at Wimbledon: page 57
Open Days: page 70

Politics and Philosophy
pathway
The ‘Politics and Philosophy’
pathway foregrounds socially and
politically-engaged practices and
methods of enquiry, enabling you to
explore contemporary theatre and
performance as modes of cultural
critique, social protest and political
intervention. It focuses on the
materiality of performance as a
creative critical practice and stresses
the inter-relationship between
aesthetic and political ways
of seeing, thinking, and doing.
You are encouraged to think
critically about your theatre-thinking
and place it in the context of the
contemporary political culture within
which it is situated.

Writing pathway
The ‘Writing’ pathway enables you
to develop your critical and creative
practices to an advanced level,
encouraging you to become an
increasingly confident and articulate
writer and researcher. The ‘Writing’
pathway investigates experimental
dramaturgies and emergent forms of
performance composition focusing
on the materiality of text as both
spoken word (through voice,
narrative, drama) and as the writing
of the visual scene (through direction,
choreography, scenography).
You are encouraged to think
critically about your performance
writing and place it in the context
of the contemporary performance
culture within which it is situated.
33

3 years full-time
UCAS W453

BA Costume
for Theatre and
Screen

This course offers two specialisms:
Costume Design and Costume
Interpretation, both of which are
held in very high esteem across the
costume industry. In providing these
specialisms, the course reflects
the dynamic, progressive and
experimental nature of the industry,
mixing new innovations and
technologies with traditional
and accepted values of design
and construction.
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As a student of either specialism
you will be encouraged to explore
and build confidence in both
traditional and innovative
approaches to costume design
and realisation.
Costume Design
This specialism defines itself by
putting visual language and its
role in developing and presenting
narratives at the centre of the
curriculum. Essential to this is the
development of a sensitivity to
character, an appreciation of
context and audience and the
physicality of the performer through
an understanding of historical,
contemporary and global contexts.
Costume Interpretation
This specialism develops high
standards of costume construction
utilising historical and traditional
construction processes and skills
to provide the foundation for
contemporary approaches to a
broad array of costume realisation.
You will develop your skills in
the following areas:
z corsetry
z costume cut, construction
and fabrication
z development of visual language
z drawing
z millinery
z textile manipulation

Alumni

Course Leader

Ellan Parry

Kevin Freeman

“Throughout my career, I have
worked on a diverse range of
projects including the theatre
production of Posh for the
Nottingham Playhouse, operas
in Luxembourg and the Spoleto
Festival in the USA, art direction on
the video projection for Placebo’s
European tour, and designing four
new plays commissioned by
Salisbury Playhouse for the Magna
Carta anniversary.
“The best things I got out of
Wimbledon were the friendships
I made. I’m still in touch with a lot of
my class, and I’ve worked with two
of them recently.”

“Choosing to specialise in either
Design or Interpretation, Costume
for Theatre and Screen introduces
students to a broad range of
professional working practices
applicable to costume. The course
aims to produce confident and
independent graduates with
a strong personal aesthetic,
a focussed understanding of
industry and an appreciation
of collaborative practice.
“Emphasis is placed on a wide
range of research methodologies
and the investigation of fashion
and style through historical and
contemporary source material.
The teaching of well-established
and traditional methods of
construction in conjunction with the
use of innovative fabrications and
methods of production encourages
a versatile approach and fosters a
playful line of enquiry. Our unique
approach is very much about
understanding the past in order
to inform the future.
“Collaborations and live projects
embedded into the course offer
students a real-life experience
working across a range of
performance styles. This ensures
students have confidence in the
rigour of performance and the
presentation of ideas and
concepts.”

Well-equipped workshop and
studio facilities underpin a mix of
practice and theory-based work.
Confident expression of creative
ideas and problem solving is
nurtured through student, tutor and
industry discussions. A relationship
with professional costume makers,
designers and directors is key to the
learning experience.
We have a long history of
creating projects with external
partners such as The National
Gallery, Victoria and Albert
Museum, Windsor Castle and
Strawberry Hill House to create live
costumed installations within some
of our leading institutions. These
are close partnerships from which
you will benefit, experiencing a
sense of community which is
inherent in the costume industry.

Wimbledon College of Arts
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Student
Nori Pesina
BA Costume for
Theatre and
Screen

“I think it’s very valuable to have a
good relationship with your tutors,
as they can be your biggest
supporters in your network. I had
asked my tutor if he had any useful
contacts in the industry; he gave me
a list of three people and I reached out
to them, and secured two placements.
One of them happened to be with
Warner Brothers – so I helped to work
on a film at Warner Brothers studios,
and got to see how each department
worked within costume. And it built
confidence for me just knowing that
I worked with a number of people
who were alumni from Wimbledon.”
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Student
Zara De Freitas
BA Costume for
Theatre and
Screen

“I did a week internship working
with the Design Team, Costume Team,
Fitting Department, and Hair and
Makeup team on the new remake
of the 1990s Roald Dahl film, Witches.
My role involved making alterations,
doing fittings, and helping out with
wardrobes, working in rotation in the
separate teams. I’ve learnt so much
from the people that work there,
and they’ve now become great
contacts that I keep in touch with.”

Right: Costume design by
Zara De Freitas and Sophie Adamson
BA Costume for Theatre and Screen
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3 years full-time
UCAS W455

BA Creative
Technical Theatre

This course engages you in technical
realisation for theatre and live
events and their associated design
techniques. Situated in the wider
context of an art-school approach to
performance making, on this course
you will learn technical training and
experience processes which are
central to designing within theatre
and other performance events.
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This course offers a distinct
approach to learning technical
skills by encouraging technical
confidence, with the additional
experience of design competency,
to realise and generate creative
projects as co-creators, innovators
and creative technicians.
You will encounter the different
areas of the specialism such as:
z lighting
z sound
z visualization
z drafting
z projection mapping
z production management
z digital design
z fabrication
These will enable you to
explore the essential methods,
technologies and techniques used
within the creative technical
industry.
You will develop your own
experiences of artistic creativity
within the technical realm of theatre
production, learning key aspects
of designing for theatre and
performance, creating opportunities
for experimental moments with new
technologies and approaches
towards technical delivery.
Graduates of this course will be
prepared for a career across the
creative performance industries,
from large-scale live events to
small-scale, site-specific theatre.
This might be as a maker, a
production manager, or a creative
designer and collaborator, perhaps
in lighting, sound, projection
mapping or other technical areas of
performance. Some students will
go on to further study at
postgraduate level.

Programme Director
Performance Design
and Technologies
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Esther Armstrong
“Students studying on the course
will devise methods for exploring
technical models and evaluating
the context of space within their
practice, so that they gain an
overview of how the technical,
spatial and material elements
contribute to practising technical
creativity. Learning on this course
will be supported by mastering
creative research skills to develop
robust, critical reflections on
creative practice within the realm
of technical theatre and the wider
field of performance.
“Students will have the
opportunity to work with their
creative peers across the
BA Performance Design and
Technologies Programme,
to investigate collaborative
practices, and engage in
experimentation in Year 2 of their
study on a realised performance
piece project that integrates the
disciplines involved in designing
for theatre, live events and the wider
entertainment industry.”
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3 years full-time
UCAS W690

BA Production
Arts for Screen

This is an incredible point in history
to be involved in designing for the
screen. More feature films, television
series, animations and screen content
are being made now than ever before.
Old and new technologies work
alongside each other to create digital,
online and analogue content across
all media. The gaming industry is
ever increasing in the sector and
virtual reality and augmented reality
are becoming more integrated.
With huge development and
investment in the industry, this is
a great time to get involved.
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You will learn a broad range of
technical and academic skills
through a variety of exciting
individual and collaborative
projects with an ever increasing
level of independence and choice.
We will explore with you a range
of differing narratives and help
you develop your design, technical
and conceptual skills within a
comprehensive range of areas,
including:
z drawing, producing and
realising sets and props
z scaled (CUT) model-making
z digital 2D and 3D design
z technical drawing
z puppetry or animation
z script analysis
z character development
and realisation
z storyboarding and animatics
z camera work
z exhibition design
This exciting mix of theory
and practice ensures that
experimentation and critical
thinking underpin students’ work,
enabling you to produce inventive
and imaginative work along with
strong practical attributes essential
for your future working life.
The course is also known for
its collaborations with other
institutions, including the
British Film Institute, National Film
and Television School, The National
Youth Music Theatre, London
Academy of Music and
Dramatic Arts, London College
of Communication and
Goldsmiths University. Working
with other young film makers
ensures that you graduate as
a productive, experienced and
effective professional.

Wimbledon College of Arts

We have incredibly strong
industry links, bringing industry
professionals and companies in
to the college, as well as offering
external visits and a vast range of
work placement and work
experience opportunities with
leading studios and production
companies, often leading to future
employment. Employers in film,
television, animation and the
entertainment industries employ
Wimbledon students because
of this.
Our alumni are becoming the
world’s leading designers in art
departments across the globe.
We encourage you to be proactive,
resourceful and self-sufficient,
to gain strong collaborative and
communication skills, and be
capable and confident in your
skills and abilities in order to gain
successful employment in your
chosen field.
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Alumni
Freya Newmarch
Since graduating from the BA
Production Arts for Screen course
in 2016, Freya has been working
freelance as an Art Department
Assistant.
“Studying at Wimbledon gave
me an opportunity to make contacts,
build my portfolio with real sets and
not just hypothetical designs, and
also prepared me for working in the
industry, where you are constantly
having to collaborate with others.
“My first job after graduating
was on a Hyundai commercial,
and since then I’ve worked on other
commercials, a music video and
the feature film Guernsey.
“I’m currently working at
Wimbledon Film and TV Studios on
an Iranian version of Spitting Image.
I’ve also recently designed a 1960s
West Indian living room set for a
Tate Britain event with my fellow
graduate Frankie Markot.”

Open Days: page 70
Course Leader
Paul Franklin
“This course gives you the
opportunity to learn production
design and special and visual
effects for today’s ever converging
screen-based entertainment and
media industry. It offers a unique
opportunity to learn traditional skills
alongside digital disciplines and
understand their relationship in
designing and creating for
everything from TV shows and
commercials through to animation,
games and VR applications.
You will have the opportunity to
learn cinematic language, concept
art, technical arts, digital and
physical making and drawing,
plus visual and special effects.
The course has strong industry
links and you will have talks and
workshops from visiting industry
practitioners as well as studio visits
and work placement opportunities.
At the end of the course you will
graduate with a portfolio that
demonstrates your highly
sought-after skills. Our graduates
have gone on to work in some of
the top studios in the world.”
arts.ac.uk/wimbledon-courses
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Alumni
Solomon Cuming
BA Production
Arts for Screen

“I’ve tried to use my projects and
work experience (in film art and
costume departments) whilst here
to learn and develop various skills,
such as model making, AutoCAD,
set painting, costume, props, editing
and woodwork. On my final project
I used sculpting software Blender
and learnt about 3D printing. I have
had work experience in film art and
costume departments. The course
has helped me find work that
I truly enjoy, work I doubt I will ever
get bored of.”
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3 years full-time
UCAS W443

BA Technical Arts
for Theatre and
Performance

This course will engage you with
the key techniques of concept
development, design, engineering
and sculpting. This might include
the fabrication of props, puppets
and other associated dynamic objects
and physical prosthetics within the
fields of film, performance, theatre
and the wider entertainment industry.
The methods and skills encountered
will encourage you to experiment
with and blend material and digital
practices whilst designing and
making within a studio-based,
teaching environment.
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Practical techniques mastered on
the course will be underpinned by
the development of conceptual,
creative, critical thinking, enabling
students to engage with the
material and spatial practices of
fabrication and design in this
specialist field and their wider
applications to industry. Through
encouraging experimentation and
research, you will develop skills to
enhance your understanding of
various design and fabrication
departments within the vocation,
and maintain the continually
evolving, high standards of
innovation and employability that
employers seek within the work
force and for which Wimbledon
graduates are known in the industry.
The course will cover:
z Mechatronics, electronics,
animatronics
z Sculpting, moulding, casting
with specialised life casting
z Fabrication in both analogue
and digital domains, including
3D printing
z Experimentation and research
with materials
z Painting and finishing techniques
z Experimentation within staging,
scenographic context and design
and allied applications
z Applied prosthetics for cultural
industries, society, fashion etc.
You will also work with students
from across the college to
investigate collaborative practices,
and experimentation. This will
integrate the disciplines involved
in designing for theatre, live events
and the wider entertainment
industry, thereby extending
your networks and placing
the course practices within
a wider performance context,
preparing you for the demands
of employment when working
in teams.

Students

Student

Amelia Brown and Kira Kemp
BA (Hons) Production Arts for
Screen: Technical Arts Pathway

Josie Mullins
BA (Hons) Production Arts for
Screen: Technical Arts Pathway

“We have been working as Project
Manager and Assistant Project
Manager on a self-sourced project
for a sculpture commission which
Amelia won for the RHS Hampton
Court Garden Festival. We secured
funding from the Vegetarian Society
and negotiated a partnership with
them for the collective Amelia
founded, The Bitter End Collective.
“It is a very high-profile
opportunity, as it’s the world’s
largest flower show, broadcast live
on the BBC, as well as being the
new face of Vegsoc’s newest
campaign ‘Eat to Beat Climate
Change’, the tour for which will
start this summer.
“This course has given us
the confidence to take on these
projects, with constant support
from the technicians in the
workshops who have given us vital
advice, knowledge and access
to critical machinery needed.
The group projects on the course
also allowed us to work together,
creating the bonds, which later
formed the collective.”

“I have always had a passion for
making 3D objects using different
materials and techniques. I love the
process of seeing a design turn into
a 3D creation. When I found this
course, I knew it would be perfect
for me.
“Creating a character sculpt of
Nell Van Dort (a character from
Corpse Bride) is probably the piece
I am most proud of so far on this
course. I got to really focus on
putting in the small details and
making it as accurate as possible.
The highlight of my course so far
was being taught by the well-known
sculptor, John Humphreys.
He taught us our skull and head
portrait projects. I learnt so many
techniques from him which I can
use in future projects.”

Wimbledon College of Arts
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Alumni
Jack Allen
BA Technical Arts
for Theatre and
Performance

“My experience within Tech Arts
and Wimbledon has been unreal,
thanks to my tutors and class mates!
It has taught me life skills as well
as skills within the art world.
I would do it all again if I could.”
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3 years full-time
UCAS W463

BA Theatre Design

This course covers both set and
costume design. We prepare you
to enter the world of contemporary
theatre and performance design
with all the skills, knowledge and
sensibilities that professional
designers require. The rich mix of
practice and theory that you will
encounter on the course ensures that
experimentation and critical thinking
are valued equally. This mix enables
our students to produce inventive and
imaginative design work supported
by strong practical attributes.
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Designers are increasingly the
creative spark, not just responding
to the concepts of others, so it
is vital that our graduates are
resourceful, imaginative and selfassured. This course supports you,
intellectually and practically, as you
face the challenges that will enable
you to gather these essential skills.
From the beginning of the
course you will come into daily
contact with a rich mix of ideas,
events, discussions and
performances.
You will also be introduced to
a range of skills and technical
areas including:
z Computer-aided design
z Costume construction
and drawing
z Fabric dyeing
z Lighting
z Metal and wood workshop
z Recorded digital arts for
live performance
z Scaled precision model-making
z Sound
z Story boarding for
live performance
z Technical drafting
Graduates have designed for
theatres and opera companies
across the globe. It is a
world-renowned course, located
close to central London and all that
it offers, in a College with a strong
sense of community combined with
a longstanding commitment to
experimentation and innovation.
The course is also known for its
collaborations with other courses
and institutions, such as London
Contemporary Dance School,
MA Directing at Birkbeck,
University of London, and the
Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith.
You will collaborate with other
young theatre makers, ensuring
that you graduate as a productive
and effective professional designer.
You will build a strong network
through these links; many of our
graduates continue to work with
their student collaborators for
years to come.

Course Leader
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Lucy Algar
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“Theatre Design has been taught
at Wimbledon College of Arts since
the 1930’s, and remains at the top
of the UK and international Theatre
Design/Scenography courses.
“We focus on teaching the full
breadth of the theory and practice
of theatre design in a friendly
and dynamic studio setting,
specialised workshops and
theatre. Our students have the
space to work both alone and
in collaboration with their peers,
developing the wide range of
investigative and communicative
skills that contemporary theatre
designers require to succeed.
“The course enables students
to develop a really productive
and exciting network of
collaborators through live projects
with performers at Wimbledon,
and at external organisations such
as London Contemporary Dance
School, The Lyric, Hammersmith
and Birkbeck MA Theatre Directing.
“We have a broad range of staff,
all of whom are professional theatre
makers, and have connections of
teaching and practice through our
International Network of Theatre
Design Educators.”
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Student
Tanikha
(Renzo) Allen
BA (Hons)
Theatre Design

“I studied BTEC Art and Design at
college for two years before coming
to UAL. I’ve also been performing
my whole life and really love theatre,
so when it came to choosing a course
I felt that Theatre Design perfectly
combined these two passions!
“The project I’m working on at the
moment has given me the chance
to collaborate with other creators.
I’m working with a choreographer at
London Contemporary Dance School
to create a performance at The Place,
their theatre in North London.
It’s been an incredible experience
to see my own production come to
life, and I’ve been able to put into
practice all the skills I’ve learnt during
my time at UAL.”
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Student
Lara Van
Huyssteen
BA (Hons)
Contemporary
Theatre and
Performance

“For a theatre student, being in
London is a blessing. In terms of
knowing what’s happening in your
industry, your finger is on the pulse.
The quality of training and teaching
is world class and you are inspired by
the city and its people.
The Contemporary Theatre course
is perfect for future theatre makers
as it teaches you different ways of
devising new theatre on your own as
well as in collaboration with others.
UAL offers amazing facilities and
both academic and pastoral support.
You have all the resources you could
wish to have (and beyond), on top
off being taught new things about
your practice and being given the
space to learn more about yourself
as an artist.”
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45 week course over 15 months
Subject to approval

MA Theatre and
Production
Design

There are three pathways on
MA Theatre and Production Design:
Creative Events; Interactive
Performance Design and
Technologies; and Theatre Design.
On the course you will engage
with contemporary ideas and
research within the field of theatre,
performance and entertainment.
You will focus on creative research
skills so that you are able to identify
and critique influences, traditions
and cultures that make up and
impact upon artistic endeavours.
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You will be immersed in the
collaborative nature of theatre and
performance practice so that you
are able to build ideas, proposals
and events with other makers.
This collaboration will be realised
at mid-point in training so that you
will take part in a cross-course,
mediated, ensemble design with
your peers on the other pathways.
The course will ask you to
develop your own way of asking
questions, researching and solving
problems in a professional, historical
and social context at an advanced
academic and professional level
which will prepare you for the
continually evolving nature of
practice within the industry.
It is expected that as a student
on any one pathway you will apply
the skills and knowledge that
underpin your practice to work
across a wide range of disciplines,
contexts and partnerships as
practiced in the sector.

Creative Events pathway
With a strong emphasis on live/
real-time performance, you will
learn skills related to organising
and developing effective models for
delivery and gain a comprehensive
understanding of the qualities
needed to project manage and
deliver creative event production.
In addition to developing requisite
business skills, you will encounter
contemporary approaches towards
developing innovative content
within the entertainment industry,
as well as familiarity with an
established understanding of
the cultures of producing.
A distinctive feature of the
pathway will be opportunities
for you to actively engage in the
collaborative nature of theatre
and performance practice whilst
studying, so that you will be able to
build ideas, proposals and events
with other makers. Creative
producers need to be highly
organised problem-solvers with a
keen eye on the needs of the event
or production, and in this pathway,
you will be encouraged to develop
your own methods and portfolio for
being successful in this field.
Wimbledon College of Arts

Interactive Performance Design
and Technologies pathway
On this pathway you will experience
and employ high-level, performance
design and fabrication techniques,
as practised in industry, to augment
production processes within the
mediums of stage, film and
entertainment. Advanced
techniques and research ideas will
build upon your vocational training
to encourage transdisciplinary,
practical approaches to creating
future theatres of practice. Studio
work will place an emphasis on
experimentation and research,
culminating in an innovative,
realised project outcome.
You will be encouraged to
explore techniques and object
making through design-methods
such as prototypes, maquettes,
3D modelling and other forms to
encourage experimental and,
potentially, ground breaking
developments within designing
and fabrication. Interactive
Performance Design and
Technologies will nurture creative
exploration, design and production,
allowing you to refine skills,
processes and concepts in a
laboratory-style environment,
whilst connecting your pursuits
within a wider industry context of
making within the entertainment
industry and beyond.

Theatre Design pathway
Theatre Designers make dynamic,
innovative, environments that
connect an audience to the content
of the performance, and can
contribute towards the continuing
development of the performance
space as a place for social
interaction and debate. This
established pathway within the
MA Theatre and Production offers
you a studio-based vocational
course to train as a freelance
theatre designer.
The interaction between
concepts, materials, methods of
production and new technologies
requires you to develop systematic
processes and creative agility.
These qualities are tested in the
pathway through the development
of essential communication skills
such as discussion, drawing and
the construction of physical and
virtual scale models. The course will
actively nurture the emergence of
a ‘personal vision’ that is central to
designing for theatre, whilst also
immersing you in the collaborative
nature of theatre practice so that
you are able to build ideas,
proposals and events with other
theatre and performance makers.
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Join us at
Wimbledon

Left: Charlie Bartlett
Production Arts For Screen

What will you need?

How much does it cost?

How do you apply?

What happens then?

Entry requirements
We select students based on the
quality of their applications, looking
primarily at their portfolio of work,
personal statements and reference.
The standard minimum entry
requirements for this course are one
or a combination of the following
qualifications:
z Pass at Foundation Diploma in
Art and Design, Performance or
Theatre (Level 3 or 4)
z 2 A Levels at grade C or above
z Merit, Pass, Pass (MPP) at BTEC
Extended Diploma
z Pass at UAL Extended Diploma
z Access to Higher Education
Diploma
z Or equivalent EU/International
qualifications, such as International
Baccalaureate Diploma
z And 3 GCSE passes at grade 4
or above (grade A*-C)
Entry to this course will also be
determined by the quality of your
application, looking primarily at
your portfolio of work (for all BA
courses except BA (Hons) Creative
Technical Theatre, BA Acting and
Performance and BA Contemporary
Theatre and Performance),
personal statement and reference.

Fees for 2021-22 haven’t been set
yet but as an example for the
2020-21 academic year:

Applications to all full-time BA
(Hons) degrees must be made
through the Universities and
Colleges Admissions Service
(UCAS) at ucas.com. You’ll be able
to find Wimbledon courses listed
under University of the Arts
London on the UCAS website.
The institution code for University
of the Arts London is U65 and the
institution code name is UAL.
Please note that there is no campus
code for Wimbledon College of
Arts. You will find individual course
codes on each course page.

Interview invitation
When we receive your application,
we will request a digital portfolio,
except for Creative Technical
Theatre. We ask all applicants to do
this so that, if we are unable to hold
face-to-face interviews, we will
still be able to consider your
application fully.
BA (Hons) Acting & Performance
will also use the digital portfolio to
decide who will be asked, subject
to you being able to meet the entry
requirements, for interview. It may
be that you will be asked at this
stage if you are interested in being
considered for another course.
For what is required in the digital
portfolio for this course please
check the course web page at
arts.ac.uk/wimbledon-courses
For all other courses, once we
have received your digital portfolio,
and subject to you being able to
meet the entry requirements,
we will invite you to choose an
interview slot.
The interview will include a
portfolio review (not for Creative
Technical Theatre. For Performance
courses please see below) and may
include some kind of engagement
activity such as a workshop in your
subject area.

English language requirements
All classes are taught in English.
If English isn’t your first language
you must provide evidence at
enrolment of the following:
z IELTS level 6.0 or above, with
at least 5.5 in reading, writing,
listening and speaking.

UAL charged full-time UK/EU*
students starting that year:
z Bachelor degree (BA):
£9,250 per year.
* EU students starting their course
from August 2021 onwards
(academic year 2021/2022) will no
longer be eligible for the same
tuition fee rate as Home (UK)
students. This means EU students
will be charged the International
tuition fee rate. This does not apply
to Irish nationals living in the UK or
Ireland who will continue to be
eligible for the Home (UK) rate.
For up-to-date information:
arts.ac.uk/about-ual/
ual-and-the-european-union/brexit
Full-time international students
starting that year:
z Bachelor degree (BA):
£22,920 per year.
See: arts.ac.uk/study-at-ual/
fees-and-funding
Additional costs
In addition to tuition fees you are
very likely to incur additional costs
such as travel expenses and the
cost of materials.

Applying through UCAS
The UCAS admissions system
comprises a single applications
process which allows up to five
simultaneous choices with no order
of preference.
Digital portfolio
Once we receive your application
from UCAS we will send you a
request to upload a digital portfolio
of your work (not Creative Technical
Theatre). Full instructions on how to
do this will be in the email.
Find out more about UCAS
Apply by visiting ucas.com or by
phoning +44(0)870 1122211

When do you apply?
For Wimbledon full-time BA (Hons)
degree courses the deadline is
15 January 2021. Applicants will
need to ensure that their application
reaches UCAS by that deadline.

A portfolio is a collection of your
work demonstrating how your
creativity has developed over a
period of time. It shows your ability
to work with different materials,
themes and techniques, as well
as how you research, develop and
plan your ideas. Course-specific
advice about what to include in
your portfolio, as well as about the
format of our interviews, is available
on the course web pages on UAL’s
website. Other useful information
about portfolios can be found at
arts.ac.uk/study-at-ual/apply/
portfolio-preparation/ on the UCAS
website (entry profiles) or at an
Open Day.
BA Acting and Performance and
BA Contemporary Theatre and
Performance applicants
You do not need to bring a portfolio
and you do not need to prepare
audition pieces. You will take part
in a performance workshop. You
should also bring an image of either:
z A performance you have been in
or have been involved in making; or
z A performance you would like to
have been in or would like to have
been involved in making.
We will then discuss your choice
at the interview. For example,
we want you to think about
things such as:
z What inspired you about
the performance?
z How did it make you think
and feel?
z What did it teach you about
performance?
Interviews for all our BA (Hons)
degrees at Wimbledon are in
December, February and March.

Our decision
Once you have had your interview
you can check the outcome of
your application using the UCAS
Track service. If you are successful
and usually after you’ve formally
accepted your offer via UCAS,
you will receive full information
and an enrolment pack from
the College.
Alternative offers
If your application has been
unsuccessful for your preferred
course of study, the University may
consider alternative courses for
which your qualifications and any
portfolio may suggest you may be
suitable for, prior to reporting a
final decision to UCAS.
UCAS Extra and Clearing
Any courses with vacancies will
accept UCAS Extra applications
from April 2021 onwards;
the availability of any places in
Clearing within Wimbledon will
be announced on arts.ac.uk from
July 2021 onwards. Find more
information: ucas.com

BA (Hons)
Degrees
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What will you need?

How much does it cost?

Entry requirements
An Honours degree or equivalent
academic/professional
qualifications.
Applicants who do not have
English as a first language must
show proof of IELTS 6.5 (with
a minimum of 5.5 in each skill),
or equivalent, in English upon
enrolment. The University takes
into consideration prior learning,
alternative qualifications and
experience.

Fees and funding
Fees for 2021-22 entry have not
been set yet but as an example the
standard 2020-21 fees were:
UK/EU* students
MA courses
These fees are for students for
whom their chosen course is
at a higher level than any of the
qualifications that they already hold.
z Full-time, standard rate: £11,220.
*EU students starting their course
from August 2021 onwards
(academic year 2021/2022) will no
longer be eligible for the same
tuition fee rate as Home (UK)
students. This means EU students
will be charged the International
tuition fee rate. This does not apply
to Irish nationals living in the UK or
Ireland who will continue to be
eligible for the Home (UK) rate.
For up-to-date information:
arts.ac.uk/about-ual/
ual-and-the-european-union/brexit
Equivalent or Lower
Qualification (ELQ)
Students whose chosen course
is at a level equivalent to, or lower
than, a qualification that they
already hold, would be charged
the fees shown above, plus an
additional £1,000 (called the ‘ELQ’
fee). Students in receipt of Disabled
Students’ Allowance (DSA) are
exempt from ELQ fees and will pay
the original fee, regardless of the
highest qualification held.

Pay fees by instalment
It is possible to pay course tuition
fees in instalments for all
postgraduate courses (including
graduate diplomas) that last longer
than 30 weeks.
z 50% at or before enrolment.
z 30% January 2022.
z 20% April 2022.
Scholarships and bursaries
are available
There are scholarships and
bursaries that you can apply for to
help fund your postgraduate study.
This is money that you do not have
to pay back. On the course pages
on the website there is information
about course-specific funding
opportunities: https://www.arts.ac.
uk/study-at-ual/fees-and-funding/
scholarships-search
Fees and funding calculator
On the UAL website there is a
funding calculator that you can use
to estimate how much your studies
may cost you in your first year, and
what funding may be available to
you: https://www.arts.ac.uk/
study-at-ual/fees-and-funding/
fees-and-funding-calculator
Additional costs
In addition to tuition fees you are
very likely to incur additional costs
such as travel expenses and the
cost of materials.

How do you apply?

What happens then?

Our decision

You make your application direct
to the College online. There is an
application form on the course
pages arts.ac.uk/
wimbledon-courses
International students can
also apply through their special
representative in their country.
You can find out more here arts.
ac.uk/study-at-ual/international/
your-country

Communicating with you
After you’ve submitted your
application, you’ll receive a
confirmation email providing you
with your login details for the UAL
portal. We’ll use this portal to
contact you to request any
additional information, including
inviting you to upload documents
or book an interview, so please
check it regularly.

You will receive the final outcome
of your application through the
UAL portal.
Please note that applications
made to this course may be given
an alternative offer. This decision
will be based on our assessment
of your creative and potential
interests.

Portfolio and statement of intent
As well as your application form and
supporting statement of intent or
research proposal we may ask you
to submit a portfolio of work (please
refer to relevant course web pages
for portfolio format submission
requirements).
Applicants will be shortlisted
at this stage against the entry
requirements and selection criteria
for the course.

Initial application check
We check your application to see
if you meet the standard entry
requirements for the course. If you
do, you’ll be invited to or asked to
book onto a suitable date to attend
an interview.

When do you apply?
Applications will open in
October 2020.
UK
Application period may stay open
until 30 July 2021, although we
advise you to apply sooner than
this. Some courses are very popular
and may close to applications early.
International
No official deadline, but you are
advised to apply as soon as
possible.

International students
MA courses
z Full-time, standard rate: £22,920.
More details, including information
about MA Loans: arts.ac.uk/
study-at-ual/fees-and-funding

Masters
Degrees
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Selection for Home applicants
z In person at Wimbledon
College of Arts, or
z By phone or Skype.
Selection for international
applicants
z By phone or Skype, or
z In your country, if your
application was made through one
of our official representatives, or
z In person at our international
office based at Chelsea
College of Arts.
If you choose phone or
Skype, you will be sent an email
requesting that you upload a
digital portfolio using UAL’s online
portfolio review system.
Interview
If you have been shortlisted and are
invited to interview, you will be asked
to attend the College on a set day.
You will be expected to bring
your portfolio, which will be
reviewed by the academics
conducting the event. Please be
prepared to talk about your work,
what inspires you and your
influences. We may not discuss all
of these topics at the event.
More details about your interview
will be emailed to you once you have
chosen or been allocated your date.

arts.ac.uk/wimbledon-courses
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Research

How much does it cost?

How do you apply?

Why a Foundation Diploma?

Through the combined work of the
many talented and dedicated
Professors, Readers, and
Researchers and the expertise of our
staff, we are able to offer an exciting
and rigorous experience for our
research degree students.
Our PhD students have access t
o a lively programme of seminars,
lecturers, and events at Wimbledon
and across UAL.
We are particularly interested in
PhD research proposals relating to
the following areas:
z Practice-led and textual research
on design in its social contexts.
z Practice-led and textual research
on archives and collections.
z Research into sustainability and
resilience in art and design practice.
z Research within the field of fine
art painting.
z Research on the moving image in
the context of art and design
practice.
z Interdisciplinary research on
drawing.
z Investigations of the past and
future of art and design institutions,
and radical and experimental
pedagogy in art and design.

Please be aware that tuition fees are
payable each academic year, and
are subject to change each
academic year in line with inflation.
Fees for 2021-22 entry have not
been set yet but as an example the
standard 2020-21 fees were:
z Home/EU* full-time:
£5,610.
z Home/EU* part-time:
£2,805.
*EU students starting their course
from August 2021 onwards
(academic year 2021/2022) will no
longer be eligible for the same
tuition fee rate as Home (UK)
students. This means EU students
will be charged the International
tuition fee rate. This does not apply
to Irish nationals living in the UK or
Ireland who will continue to be
eligible for the Home (UK) rate.
For up-to-date information:
arts.ac.uk/about-ual/
ual-and-the-european-union/brexit
z International full-time:
(new) £20,110.
The following is what was charged
for 2020-21:
z Writing-up fee:
£855 (payable in four instalments).
z Visiting Students:
£1,610 (per three months).
z Research Degree by
Published Work (Home/EU*):
£5,450.
z Research Degree by
Published Work (International):
£19,930.
z Research Degree by
Published Work (UAL staff):
£1,640.

Applications will be submitted
through the UAL online application
system. Please note, you may only
apply to one research degree –
we cannot guarantee applications
will be considered if multiple
submissions are made.
For details see our web page:
arts.ac.uk/research/researchdegrees/apply-for-a-research-degree

For our Performance Design
courses we encourage students to
consider studying a Foundation
Diploma in Art and Design before
applying for a degree. It is a proven
way to prepare you for the more
self-directed study of degree level
art and design courses. It also gives
you more time to develop your
portfolio and explore different
subject areas.

What will you need?
Entry requirements
We consider a Masters degree in an
appropriate subject to be valuable in
preparing candidates for a research
degree. The minimum requirement
is an upper second-class Honours
degree or equivalent academic
professional qualification.
Applicants who do not have
English as a first language must
show proof of IELTS 7.0 (with a 7.0
in writing) or equivalent.
The University takes prior
learning, experience, and alternative
qualifications into consideration.

Proposal and portfolio
With your application, we ask you to
submit a research proposal following
the guidelines on the UAL website.

When do you apply?
Applications for a research degree
starting September 2021 will open
October 2020. In the meantime,
you may want to read our guidance
before you apply for advice on
your proposal, and on choosing
a College.
arts.ac.uk/research/
phd-and-mphil-degrees

What happens then?

What is a Foundation Diploma
in Art and Design?
A Foundation Diploma in Art and
Design is one of the main routes
into practice-based undergraduate
courses in art and design subject
areas. It is a one-year course which
bridges the gap between A-levels
and degree level study at University.
You can expect to undertake
research and experiment with a
whole range of creative approaches.
For students interested in
performance design a foundation
diploma will give them a chance to
explore this practice in much more
detail than they may have been able
to at school.

Interview
If you are shortlisted you will be
invited to attend an interview at
Camberwell, Chelsea, Wimbledon
Research, with a small panel of
academic staff.
Contact us
Chelsea College of Arts,
16 John Islip Street, London,
SW1P 4JU
ccwresearch@arts.ac.uk
@CCWResearch
facebook.com/CCWResearch
arts.ac.uk/colleges/
wimbledon-college-of-arts/
research-at-wimbledon

Who are the Foundation
Diplomas aimed at?

Where can I do a
Foundation Diploma?

Foundation Diplomas in Art and
Design are mainly aimed at
students aged 18 and over who
have recently completed A-levels
or equivalent and are considering
progressing onto a degree level
course in art and design subjects.
They are also suitable for those
returning to study or considering
a career change towards more
creative subjects.

We offer two Foundation Diploma
courses at UAL, one with
Camberwell, Chelsea and
Wimbledon (based in Camberwell)
and one at Central Saint Martins.
The Camberwell, Chelsea and
Wimbledon Foundation is the one
to choose to be able to specialise in
Design for Theatre, Screen and
Performance.
Of course, you can study a
Foundation Diploma in Art and
Design at many FE colleges and
universities around the UK.

What are the benefits?
There are many benefits to
completing a Foundation Diploma
in Art and Design including:
z An opportunity to explore new
areas of practice.
z Time to develop your practice
and portfolio.
z Bridging the gap between
school and university.
z Learning the skills for
self-directed study.
z Building creative independence
and critical skills.
z Receiving support from tutors in
applying for BA courses that suit
your interests and skills.
Do I have to do a
Foundation Diploma?
UAL strongly recommend that
students from A-level courses
undertake a Foundation Diploma
before applying to practice-based
courses, such as those offered at
Wimbledon College of Arts.
We do accept students straight
from A-levels in exceptional
circumstances however this
is based on the quality of your
portfolio and interview, not
necessarily on grades.
Students from BTEC Level 3
Extended Diploma or Access
courses in art and design subjects
do not need to do a Foundation
Diploma but may find it beneficial.

Research Study
MPhil/PhD

Foundation
Diploma
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Are there other ways to develop
my portfolio?
At Wimbledon College of Arts we
offer some short courses on
portfolio development. From five
day courses, focused on foundation
or BA level, to six week preparation
courses for students who have
been accepted, or who wish to
make an application to full-time
study in London.
Find out more online
arts.ac.uk/chelsea/courses/
short-courses/
preparation-for-full-time-study/
Camberwell, Chelsea,
Wimbledon Foundation
Diploma in Art and Design
Find out more about our
Foundation Diploma at: arts.ac.uk/
camberwell-courses
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Student
support

Left: Sophie Meuer
Costume for Theatre and Screen
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Accommodation

UAL Halls of Residence

Private rental

Student services

Careers and Employability

Arts Students Union

Our students live in various types
of accommodation, from Halls of
Residence to private flat shares
with other students.

There are 12 Halls of Residence
across London. The most
convenient for Wimbledon are:
z Furzedown Student Village,
(below) Tooting. 40 minutes away.
z Glassyard Building, Stockwell.
50 minutes away.
z Manna Ash House, Southwark.
55 minutes away.
z Portland House or Garden House,
Camberwell. 60 minutes away.
“Living in halls has many
benefits,” explains Tara, who
recently graduated after living in
Furzedown Student Village.
“I moved in because I like the
security of knowing that my bills
are included in the rent. All the
communal areas are serviced by a
cleaner, and the rooms themselves
are very modern. There’s even a
staffed reception desk so you can
have your parcels signed for and
looked after until you get back.
Most of the students living in
Furzedown are from Wimbledon
so there’s also a strong social
atmosphere.”

Many students choose to live in
privately rented house shares,
especially in their second and third
years. Popular locations for students
are: Wimbledon, Tooting, Raynes
Park, Streatham, Camberwell,
Brixton, Oval, and Stockwell.
Jack lives in Wimbledon Park
with three other Wimbledon College
students. “Our house is a minute’s
walk from the actual park so it’s
a lovely area to be in. It’s very
friendly and you don’t feel like
you’re in the city because it’s so
quiet and leafy and there’s so many
dogs around! The best part is that
we live much closer to College,
so that we don’t have to pay
for travel, we can walk or cycle.
“Although the rent is more
or less the same as halls, it works
out cheaper because we spend less
on travel.”
Helen lives in a 4-bedroom house
share in Tooting with three other
Wimbledon students.
“My rent comes to £510 a month
excluding bills, which probably
add about £40 extra a month.
“It takes me about half an hour
to get to college. The train trip itself
is only six minutes, but I walk
to and from either station. I spend
roughly £10-£20 a week on travel
depending on how often I need
to be on campus.
“We live really close to a Lidl
supermarket. There is a big
Primark in Tooting, and I go to
Zumba classes every week in
the Town Hall.”

There are a range of services at
UAL offering you support as a
student of Wimbledon. They can
help you to develop your potential
or organise essential aspects of
living and studying.

When you join UAL you
automatically become part of
ARTS SU, the Students’ Union of
University of the Arts London. It is
there to help make your time at UAL
better, whether you need advice
about your course, you want to play
sports or join societies, you want to
change the University for the better
or you just want to meet other
people at UAL.
At the Students’ Union the
interests of every student at each of
the six Colleges across University
of the Arts London are represented.
A range of activities are provided by
the Union – run by students for
students. They can even buddy you
up with a second year to help ease
you into Uni life.
Some of the sports and societies
Wimbledon students take part in
include: Boxing, Cheerleading,
Mentally Chill, Snow, Curation,
ArtsFems, LGBT+, Drama and Yoga.
Find out more about what
ARTS SU offers on its website
arts-su.com

Above: Furzedown Student
Village in nearby Tooting

Whichever option you choose,
our Accommodation Service team
is on hand to support you in
everything from applying to
Halls of Residence, to checking
private contracts before you
sign a rental agreement.
See: arts.ac.uk/study-at-ual/
accommodation

Careers and Employability is UAL’s
dedicated careers and enterprise
service. It supports you both as a
student and once you have
graduated to embark on a
professional future in the creative
industries. It can help you find jobs,
set up a business, and sell your
work. It runs events throughout the
Colleges on all aspects of the career
journey and nurtures creative
practice and enterprise through
funding, mentoring and resources.
Careers and Employability
services include:
z ArtsTemps UAL’s in-house
temp agency.
z Careers and Employability
The University’s popular jobs board
and recruitment service.
z Internships UAL’s graduates can
apply to selected companies who
are offering paid work experience in
the creative industries.
z Mentoring Providing UAL’s
students and graduates with the
opportunity to be mentored by
experienced creative professionals.
z Advice Careers and
Employability offers online advice,
guidance and useful links about all
aspects of getting a job or setting
up a new business.
z Awards and Funding Careers
and Employability provides a range
of funding opportunities and
awards that recognise and support
UAL’s budding entrepreneurs.
z Own-it Our centre for Intellectual
Property advice and education.
z Artquest Careers and
Employability’s dedicated service
helping visual artists connect with
resources, opportunities and
networks. See: arts.ac.uk/
student-jobs-and-careers

There’s some useful information
about where our students live
earlier in this guide, but please also
look at the accommodation pages
on the UAL website. Whether you
choose to live in one of the
University’s halls of residence
or in a privately rented home,
Accommodation Services can
provide information and advice to
help you find a suitable place to live.
See: arts.ac.uk/study-at-ual/
accommodation

Where will
you live?
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Student Services staff provide a
professional, confidential and free
service, once you are a student or,
where appropriate, as a prospective
student from the UK or abroad
considering applying for courses at
UAL. Staff are based at each of the
main College sites, and at the central
administration building in Holborn.
The different teams provide an
integrated service, ensuring that the
support and advice given to you is
appropriate and relevant, equipping
and enabling you to succeed.
Student advisers are money and
immigration specialists. They
provide guidance on how to fund
costs related to studying in the UK,
and can assist international
students with enquiries about visas
and other immigration matters.
Counsellors, health advisers and
chaplains support your health and
well-being by listening to you and
helping you with issues and concerns
such as depression, anxiety and
illness, and by providing pastoral
and spiritual care.
Disability advisers, dyslexia
coordinators and dyslexia support
tutors support the University’s
commitment to inclusion and
equality. They aim to remove
the barriers that you may face,
and support you to work as
independently as possible.
When you’re offered a place
on a course you will be sent an
introduction booklet to help you
plan ahead for your life as a student.
For more advice visit: arts.ac.uk/
study-at-ual/student-services

Providing
support
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Alumni
Lydia Smith
BA Technical Arts
for Theatre and
Performance

“Since graduating from Wimbledon
College of Arts [BA (Hons) Technical
Arts and Special Effects] in 2017,
I have gone on to work in the film
and television industry as a sculptor.
I have worked on Game of Thrones,
Star Wars, Tomb Raider and other
productions. I specialised in figurative
sculpting at Wimbledon and chose
that as my career path.
‘‘I now run my own studio called
Lydia Smith Sculpture, creating
figurative sculpture for commissions
and exhibitions. The course taught
me fundamental making skills and
allowed me time to build a portfolio
of work. I specialised in figurative
sculpting and I also learnt moulding
and casting, which means I am able
to do the full process of bringing
my sculpture to realisation without
having to use other companies.’’
www.lydiasmith.gallery
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Join us on an
Open Day
One of the best ways of finding out
more about Wimbledon College of Art
is to join us on an Open Day. You will
meet course teams, current students
and get tours of the college studios
and facilities. Details about our
Undergraduate and Postgraduate
Open days can be found at:
arts.ac.uk/wimbledon-open-days
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Disclaimer
This college guide describes the courses run by
Wimbledon College of Arts maintained by the
University of the Arts London (UAL). Every care
has been taken to ensure accuracy but changes
may have to be introduced after publication,
since it is policy of the University to constantly
review its provision of courses as well as the
performance and content of individual courses.
Prospective students should be aware of this
and are invited to verify details at interview/
selection event or by enquiry to the College.
This publication is issued as a general guide to
its courses and facilities; it forms no part of a
contract. Wimbledon College of Arts reserves
the right to make changes as may be
appropriate for reasons of operational efficiency
or due to circumstances, including industrial
action, beyond its control.
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